Truth Bombs: a series of concise papers which seek to explain lies, errors, misunderstandings or misrepresented facts.
Satan released
Rev 20 explains that, after being restrained for centuries (the Gospel Age) and prevented from dominating
the whole world, Satan will be released for a little while to bring the sinfulness of man’s rebellion to its
consummation, whereupon God will harvest the Earth and judge all sinners. Far from this release being in
the distant future, I maintain that this happened in the mid-1800s. I prove this in various detailed papers
(such as ‘The Antichrist’, ‘The Binding of Satan: When does it occur?’).
The parallel for the satanic end-time kingdom that Satan brings about is the one that was active at the
beginning of the Gospel age, the Roman Empire. After Augustus this empire became more and more corrupt,
degenerate, proud and despicable. Man was worshipped, God was ignored, men acted like women, women
like men, homosexuality was rife, paedophilia was rampant, hedonism reigned. Christians were persecuted
yet the Gospel flourished. The same will happen at the end. This is portrayed in Revelation under the symbol
of Babylon the harlot.
Notice how the old world changed into the new world after about 1830. In every area of society godly
principles were reversed. We could mention: evolutionary theory which undermined many things; the
restoration of witchcraft and the general interest in occultism; the fashion for faith healing, clairvoyancy, and
spiritualism; the appearance of many ‘Christian’ cults and sects; the appearance of oriental religions finding
favour in the west; the rise of Mind Sciences; and so on.
Then there was the attack on Christianity in multiple forms: the Documentary Hypothesis, denial of Gen 1-3
(e.g. Framework Hypothesis, Theistic Evolution or Gap Theory), Liberalism, Modernism, Post-Modernism,
Nihilism, Existentialism, Humanism, Higher Criticism, the Tubingen School, Neo-Orthodoxy, New
Evangelicalism, the God is dead movement, the Charismatic Movement, revivalism, and many, many more.
These all began in earnest after 1830.
Then there was the increased carnage in wars. New weaponry made it possible to kill millions of people quite
easily. Two world wars in short succession killed scores of millions. Various revolts, especially Communist
revolutions, killed many millions more. The millions that Islam took 1400 years to kill were obliterated in
one century. The foul atom bomb wiped out two entire cities in minutes. Obscene wars continue to this day:
nearly 2 million died in Iraq, hundreds of thousands in Syria; Yemenis and Somalis are killed every day by
American bombs. Since the mid-1800s mankind had rained death on the world (Satan is a murderer).
Then there was the massive spike in technological development to enable many satanic policies. These
included: going from horse drawn travel to flying in aeroplanes within two decades plus motor cars, trains,
spacecraft, submarines, helicopters etc. Communications went from carrier pigeon or horse mail to the
telegraph, the telephone, radio communications, the Internet and satellite technology in 100 years. In every
area of life man’s technology suddenly went into overdrive for 180 years. Nearly every discovery and
invention was a double-edged sword; while some good came of it, most things were used for evil purposes in
the long run.
The appalling things we see in society today, for example children being taught that gender is a choice,
homosexuality is normal, sexual practices are normal outside marriage, witchcraft is fine, and worse, are the
result of the establishment being given over to Satanism. The powers that be are Luciferians and seek to
destroy Christianity. It is time to realise that the ruling classes are not Christian in any sense but are actively
seeking to destroy Christian principles in society. This is proved by a Conservative government bringing in
Gay marriage for example; it was David Cameron not Tony Blair that did this.
The development of the satanic kingdom takes time and is achieved by stealth. It has advanced a great deal
already but there is much more to come, such as the global persecution of Christians (they are already
violently persecuted in the East) and the changing of the middle class into serfs. Christians must realise what
is going on so that they do not become pawns in the devil’s game. How many gullible Christians supported
Tony Blair in an illegal war that killed over a million civilians in Iraq and brought about the destruction of the
Iraqi Christian church that had stood for millennia? How many support Israel that kills Palestinian men,
women, children and Christians? How many supported the Syrian invasion, based on lies, that killed many
thousands of Christians? How many supported Truman when, under Zionist influence, he wiped out the two
key Christian centres in Japan? Christians must be wise and not fall into the deceit of the enemy. He is more
active now than at any time in history.
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